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INTRODUCTION

This memorandum is a by-product of the research effort currently being conducted under the topic, "The Influence of Interurban Transportation Systems on the Rural Environment." The first aim of the research is to produce two planning manuals, one for the use of the professional, the other for the lay person in small urban and rural communities. In order to develop these two documents, the research effort has been divided into several sub-areas, specifically including: planning resources and policies pertaining to rural areas and small communities; the growth potential of small communities in a regional context; the social and economic variables most relevant to interurban transportation planning; and the techniques currently used in the various stages of the planning process, including techniques for citizen participation.

The bibliography contained in this memorandum is a selected and annotated list of works reviewed by various members of the research team in the course of their separate investigations. It is divided into five sections, which reflect the areas of greatest relevance to the final planning documents. These are: I. Planning and Policy; II. Transportation and Regional Growth; III. Socio-Economic Variables in Transportation Planning; IV. Evaluation Techniques and Models; and V. Citizen Participation. The books and articles included do not constitute an exhaustive list, but rather a selected group representative of the diversity and of the state of the art in these five areas. These works were dealt with in some detail during the course of the research; it is hoped that the comments on each will be of use in guiding other researchers to works appropriate to their particular concerns.

It should be noted that the inclusion of a work in one section of the bibliography as opposed to another is sometimes a matter of subjective judgment. The areas of the bibliography overlap to some degree. For example, discussions of policy often include recommending that certain social and economic variables be included in future planning decisions, and attempts to define the social or economic factors relevant to planning may often require considerations of policy matters or of evaluation techniques. The final decision on classifying a particular work was based on its emphasis or on the value of its content to a particular concern of the research.
I. PLANNING AND POLICY


The author first discusses the problems inherent in developing a national policy that can both reconcile different interests and offer sufficient scope for a variety of state and local preferences to make themselves felt. He offers three broad recommendations, two within the framework of existing policy and one involving a change in the current policy structure: 1) increase side-payments; 2) increase the opportunities for citizens to make their views count in decision making; 3) change policy to offer wider scope for imaginative side-payments and expression of local values in transportation planning. Focusing on the need for change, he offers five "key policy directions": 1) combining highway and transit finance; 2) making the highway program more flexible in the kinds of projects supported; 3) experimenting with street use pricing; 4) more widely applying the urban design concept team and the multi-purpose corridor development ideas; 5) offering more compensation to and participation for those directly affected by highways. Each of these suggestions is then discussed in detail.


The author describes the development of DOT's at state level, which may be a response to (1) urban needs (2) new social orientation at federal level (3) need for in-house reorganization. He states there are 2 kinds of organizations being legislated: equal status divisions and advisory staff agencies. He argues for strong DOT's with a mandatory review of sub-state regional plans by a state transportation agency, which is then integrated with plans for economic development, social services, etc., although the functions of policy planning, line level planning and research may be decentralized.


The article examines growth policy legislation of 1971 to include transportation, manpower, revenue sharing, education, housing, land use and their intended impacts on both rural and urban areas. Special attention is given to legislative intent in rural development with reviews of the Appalachian Redevelopment Act, the Economic Redevelopment Act, and expenditures under the Public Works Act.

This article describes the "consolidation" of legislative action into 5 areas: (1) areawide planning, (2) urban-rural balance, (3) the future of the central city, (4) housing, and (5) environment. It outlines the projected impacts of the Rural Development Act of 1972.


This paper gives an overview of the role of transportation policy as an instrument of planning, although the distinction between planning and policy planning is not always adhered to. Six groups of transportation policy issues are discussed: 1) Allocation of responsibilities for providing facilities and services; 2) Decision making process; 3) Integration of privately provided public transportation into the state system; 4) Changing the demand for facilities and services; 5) Funds for transportation; and 6) Charging for transportation. The discussion includes the historical background behind each group of issues as well as suggested directions for future policy developments.


This paper develops an overview of various strategies for planning and guiding the development of a region. It underscores the importance of perceiving present trends and understanding how these must be modified or strengthened. Goal identification and evaluation of progress are exemplified for selected strategies such as intensive economic development and intensive environmental protection.


The paper describes the evolution of transportation planning and its changing scope and direction. After an increasing consolidation of decision making powers at higher levels, recent developments suggest more local participation with emphasis on citizen input and community needs.

Five summary sections which deal with (1) urban commodity flow, (2) public policy, (3) the role of federal government, (4) the planning processes and urban form including industry location, and (5) research.


This is a summary of the proceedings of a conference held in February of 1974. It contains a series of reports, resource papers, and discussions covering a broad range of administrative, economic and social issues involved in developing transportation planning policy at the state, regional and substate level. (Several papers on specific issues are covered under the authors' names in this bibliography.) The report lists the findings of the conference's workshops, most of which bear directly or indirectly on the formulation of state and federal transportation policy.


The purpose of this paper is to discuss the problem of integrating system and project planning to systematically include environmental and community concerns. The paper first identifies the major problems in the current system-project relationship (e.g., many system impacts are long-term and area-wide and therefore cannot be handled on a project basis.) Also, system impacts are difficult to predict because of a lack of understanding of complex cause-and-effect relationships. The paper then discusses a philosophy for integrating the activities at these different levels of planning. System and project planning must be integrated so that the "go/no-go" decision to implement any project or a particular design will not disrupt the ability to allocate funds smoothly to other high-priority projects. Finally, the paper presents some practical techniques for more effectively integrating system and project plans by changing the documentation requirements to support a continuous planning process. An example is strengthening the ties that exist between system planning and the programming process that focuses on near-term implementation of sets of projects or programs.

The author considers (1) areas near SMSA's impacted by urban growth and (2) declining rural areas. In the first case, attention is called to the need for social services (including transportation) and strong involvement in land use on all levels of government. In the second case there is a call for coordinated efforts at transportation and renewal within a "growth center" oriented policy.


This paper constitutes a wide review of existing regional agencies, their planning functions, and the policies which guide or have led to their development. Examining the many multi-state and substate regional organizations and their relation to state and federal policy and stated objectives, the authors make a great number of recommendations on transportation planning policy and its potential to coordinate the various aims of functional and comprehensive planning at regional, state and substate levels. While citing a variety of different approaches to organization and structure as models, the authors wish to see greater uniformity nation wide.


This is a study of the changing face of rural America and how public services and planning for economic activities must be supplied to rural areas. Factors affecting the participation of rural people in the nation's development are emphasized. Economic development to achieve three goals is emphasized: bettering the lot of rural people, increasing the number of job opportunities for rural people, and bettering the lot of all people. This work serves as a general text on the problems facing the rural population in the United States.


This was prepared for the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. The report is a general attempt to identify the problems of rural transportation in order to develop a transportation policy that is integrated with that for other sectors. The report reviews recent experience in the inability of the existing transportation system to meet demand and takes note of the lack of sufficient data and the need for research in order to evaluate the system as a whole.

This is a study of the need to develop a transportation model for the rural community. Increased transportation mobility for rural residents through a reorientation of transportation planning concepts is needed to help eliminate rural poverty.


This article traces the decline in population and economic leverage of non-metropolitan areas in the U. S. and calls for an organized research approach in areas such as (1) optimum city size, (2) private costs and benefits as a function of city size, (3) externalities (pollution, social costs, economic advantages) as a function of city size, etc., which will lead to a better understanding of structural growth.
II. TRANSPORTATION AND REGIONAL GROWTH


The study suggests a comprehensive multi-stage "intersectional" analysis (input-output variety) in conjunction with an intra-regional cost-of-production and resource availability model to predict optimal locations.


The author employs general systems theory to analyze geographic study, its approaches and bases for synthesis, and to detect those areas in it requiring development such that a substantial understanding of U. S. economic regionalization can be reached.


This paper asserts that a highway's location along with other factors can affect an area's economic development. It regards transportation as an industry contributing to the area's per capita income. The author develops a mathematical model using historical data on highway locations to measure their impact on the area's development.


This is a text which identifies various uses of models in geography and includes a section on models of socio-economic systems. Various model approaches to industrial location are explored by F. E. Ian Hamilton beginning with Weber and covering briefly Monte-Carlo and Markov chain models, allocation-location models, and settlement hierarchies.


This report deals with the early phases of social and economic impact of a highway project in a region. It includes a discussion of market areas both inside and outside the region, with some reference to industries which are located in the region.

This article discusses the locational aspects of regional development, citing national policy as the major determinant given an economy like the U. S.'s "where service industries predominate and where spatial immobilities are progressively losing their importance." Additionally, it considers formative distinction between "developmental" and "adaptive" approaches to planning. Because of its predominant formative role, increased research is urged on the spatially differentiated effects of national policy.


Pros and cons of industrial growth in rural areas are discussed. Rural areas have available utility services, are accessible to metropolitan areas by new freeway networks, consider personal amenities vital and offer property for unusual developments. On the other hand, in the city, industries offer easy access to the plant for customers, are accessible to unusual forms of shipment and are near technical advice and equipment. Other pros and cons are discussed.


The article includes a general background discussion of location theory and the evolution of the part played by transportation in determining "optimal" locations. It suggests that transportation facilities are an integral part of the market-oriented view and suggests areas of further investigation.


This article discusses the failures in integrating geographic and economic theory in transportation planning. The problem of evaluating industrial commitment versus infrastructure commitment in inducing accelerated economic development is examined.


The article presents an economic approach to location factors. It breaks down locational pressures into impacts of internal and external economies. It also shows how the scale or size of the plant influences location choice. It suggests that at a point in the evolution of industries, they tend to disperse operations due to decreasing advantages offered by agglomeration.

This article briefly considers the extent to which highways can be employed in such economic development as is sought by the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961. The problems in different types of distressed areas -- including old textile cities, mining regions, and marginal farming areas -- are described, and the degree to which highway improvements would help is in each case noted. The article calls for a realistic appraisal of highway programs within a human resource-oriented framework in serious redevelopment efforts.


This article discusses mechanisms affecting spread between leading and lagging areas during periods of U. S. economic growth. Those mechanisms considered are: the geographic separation of economic functions of business firms, wage differentials, local industrial development subsidies, urban development and zoning, and localized investment in social overhead capital, and inter- and intra-regional migration. Systems of integrated communications and highway transportation are considered preconditions of growth patterns.


The authors discuss the long range regional impacts of the technological changes in Appalachia associated with highway construction programs. They describe the effect of highways on accessibility to cities within and on the periphery of the Appalachia region and predict the probable increase in the economic potential of smaller growth centers in the region as a result of changes in accessibility.


After an initial "review of conflicting ideas about the impact of highways on regional economic development," the article summarizes a correlation survey of economic development and highway location in the Ozark region. It concludes that highways have only a "permissive" effect in such development.
This article points out the problems in assuming the positive relationship between capital transportation investments or user pricing policies and regional economic development. Three approaches to evaluating the importance of transportation systems in regional development are outlined and criticized: (1) classical location theory, (2) statistical models, (3) large-scale systems simulation models. The author underscores the problems of data gathering within all three approaches but suggests the third as a fruitful method.
III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES IN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING


A general discussion of the considerations which should be made in order to take community values into account at each stage of the planning process and facility construction. Noting that only at the project phase do community values become clearly identifiable, the authors attempt to categorize the relevant factors of social, economic and environmental values which could enter into the system and corridor planning stages as well as the project planning, construction, and operation phases of development. A list of eleven categories of impact factors is offered along with a discussion of the general techniques for identifying them and incorporating them into the separate stages of planning. The three categories most relevant to systems, corridor, and project planning are: 1) Economic (land values, tax base, employment, housing and public services, business, and income); 2) Socio-political (life style and activities, perception of cost and benefit by groups, personal safety, effect on government); and 3) Land Use (changes in density, usage, activity).


The report describes the scope and content of economic and financial research in highway transportation. It contains a discussion of methodologies, including those employed in impact and cost/benefit studies, and recommends separation of the two kinds of studies. The author is critical of the application of economic techniques in highway research. Particular emphasis is given to problems in the specification and quantification of travel demand and to the analysis of transferred benefits from users to non-users.


A "Neighborhood social interaction index" is developed for measuring highway improvement impact on neighborhoods. Behavioral patterns (e.g., personal interaction and participation in local organizations)
and perceptual patterns (e.g., identification with local area) were used to develop this index using factor analysis. Such data as mobility of population, land-use mix, and housing density are employed for predicting the NSII index. The NSII index could be used in making decisions regarding highway location and its impact within a certain neighborhood. The index has possible application to the measurement of impact on small communities.


This work is an analysis of the transportation needs of poor persons in five rural areas of the U. S. along with recommended systems for each area. A significant portion of the rural poor have a dire or strong need for transportation. Considering such factors as area characteristics, transportation behavior of the population, and attitudes toward population, various systems are recommended. Such systems include: a bus-like service in several states, a transportation grant program in Arizona (i.e., cars for the poor), and a reorganized and coordinated taxi system in North Carolina.


This work is an analysis of area characteristics, transportation inventories and present travel patterns and attitudes which document the systems proposed in Volume I. Each of the five study areas are characterized and discussed. Available transportation resources include school systems, commercial bus lines, taxi companies, and parcel delivery services. Use of such resources by the poor is restricted by legal limitations, scheduling problems and lack of concern by present operators. Travel patterns and behavior are described by trip purpose, mode of travel, trip cost, frequency, mode, distance time and purpose and origin-destination relationships.


The paper presents methods derived by the Chicago Area Transportation Study for quantifying certain economic and social aspects pertinent to alternate highway route and structure selection. For balanced highway network evaluation, a minimum cost/maximum benefit analysis is proposed traversing a variably weighted checklist of considerations including both user and non-user criteria, such as traffic flow in the former case and relocation in the latter.

The study summarizes the history of highway project evaluation and cites developments in highway utility to be reckoned with in subsequent evaluations and reflected in subsequent projects. It notes the relative simplicity of former vehicular oriented evaluations and indicates that distribution standards be developed for the economic and social benefits afforded communities by highway constructions.


Characteristics of traffic generated by the rural inhabitants of North Carolina are examined and interpreted. Home interview data as well as industrial interview data reveal travel-influence factors and characteristics needed for planning. Home interview analyses show an increase in trip generation comes with increase in number of registered vehicles per residence, increase in number of licensed drivers residing at a dwelling unit, and in the summer. Industrial interview data analyses show differences in travel and employee characteristics for the regional areas of the state. Variations were found as well between both travel and employee characteristics in rural as opposed to urban areas.


An analysis of elements which affect traffic generation from the rural home is presented. Involved is the calculation of the relationship between family travel and numerous factors such as family, vocation and race. Results indicate that family, vocation and race are related to family travel. The part-time farm vocational is the most active. Work trips were found to account for 27.3% of total trips made. Per day, the average number of trips and miles per dwelling was 3.1 trips and 22.1 miles. Fifty-five percent of the people interviewed had members of the family living at home who worked in business or industry.


A review of the existing body of literature on non-user or community consequences of highway improvements. The two largest bodies of literature concern by-pass routes and radial urban freeway studies. In the first case, the studies show that trade area boundaries are
altered differentially -- thus, a by-pass can substantially depreciate economic activity in one area and appreciate it in another. The consistent conclusion in urban radial freeway studies is that land values are materially enhanced through their proximity to an urban radial corridor. Gaps in knowledge are indicated through interviews which show that most people responsible for commissioning impact studies are uncertain about the nature of particular impacts and the approaches to measuring them.


The author gives an overview of the thrust of transportation geography but suggests its goals have been too limited. He argues for the inclusion of "sociopolitical" variables instead of the "all too frequent . . . treatment of conduits and units . . ." He outlines a tentative approach (Holistic) to the extension of transportation in a geographical context.


This article takes issue with available highway impact analyses, contending that they offer no substantial economic, let alone social, aesthetic or political justifications for highway location and design. It argues that differentials usually accounted as economic benefits, i.e., non-user benefits, can be generally more aptly considered secondary user benefits; it further suggests that since transportation renders benefit only as a means, expenditures on transportation facilities and what they afford should be measured against direct expenditures towards the desired objects. Some of the factors requiring consideration in a useable economic evaluation, such as production costs and highway costs, are noted.


The article first classifies the methodologies used to measure and predict the economic effects of highways into three categories: 1) the engineering economy method based on primary user cost/benefit; 2) collateral effect method, which takes into account secondary or tertiary costs and benefits; 3) marginal analysis, based on marginal user benefits and costs. The author proceeds to a defense of collateral effect analysis as an adequate method for predicting the effects of different location proposals in spite of various conceptual problems associated with the method.

A broadly illustrated survey of highway impact problems (such as pollution, land encroachment, signs), how they occur, and examples of failures and successes in dealing with them. With a view towards effecting more sensitive solutions, it includes appendices of highway lobbies and citizen action groups.


The report combines the social, economic, environmental and engineering factors to be considered by officials responsible for decision, authorization, location and design of highways. Concentrations rest on the social and economic community changes brought on by highway improvements. Some consequences are: 1) traffic generation, 2) increases in spendable income or population, and 3) increase in land-use change. How people use their time and space provide an indication of their values and preferences. Changes in either of these brought on by highway improvement can be of social consequence.


"Community indicators" which would provide decision-makers with an "overview of the social and physical conditions" in a community are categorized into twelve basic groups. These include economic base, land use and recreation, public service delivery, and transportation. Specific measures are suggested for each indicator, and the value of the various indicators in different modes of analysis is discussed. In a useful appendix, data sources for each indicator are listed, and the limitations of the data described.


This pamphlet is designed to extend and complement that described above. In particular, it is meant to help identify the indicators most useful to specific communities with specific policies as well as identify and suggest ways of improving the initial set of community indicators.
IV. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES AND MODELS


Bibliography.

The report includes general discussion of evaluation techniques in choosing among alternatives. These techniques include: ranking method, rating method, rank-based expected value, value matrix, desirability rating (utility theory), and competitive decision-making (game theory).


The paper first outlines a model for developing land-use planning at interchange communities. Through computer simulation of traffic patterns in an actual interchange area, incorporating a variety of possible land use changes, the article attempts to arrive at an "arrangement of land management units which will protect the highway against congestion and at the same time maximize the development of the interchange area." In a final section of the paper, the authors consider the relationship between community social structure and the potential for implementing land use plans that would minimize negative impact.


A "non-parametric simultaneous category" model, called IMPLEM, is described in the article. The model deals with nominal variables, i.e., those measured in categories rather than continuaums, and with dependent variables related to each other. The purpose of the model is to allow a planner to estimate the probabilities of implementing a plan given the complexity of the process. Using data from surveys sent to various public officials and eight dependent category variables relating to the planning process (including "technical complexity," "political complexity," and "time to implementation"), the model develops categorical relations among the variables which may then be used to estimate probabilities that various categories of the dependent variables will arise under a given set of conditions. In the creation of the model, it is found that the ease of communication created by the planner is related to the various implementation factors as well as to factors beyond his control (e.g., influence of state agency). Under the assumptions of the model, however, it turns out that the degree of planner influence through the communications factor is relatively small.

In this article the authors formulate a strategy for resolving contensions over community public works into compromised decisions, using applied mathematics in linear programming and game theory. The relative values and costs (or results) involved in a given project are factored to produce a compatible program that reduces group-specific costs. Although admittedly limited, their conceptual approach was instrumentally applied in reaching a Pareto Optimal solution in a certain midwestern transportation project.


The study suggests that cost-benefit analysis is not an adequate approach to evaluating proposed highway alternatives since it may not include "social" and "locational" impacts. A model is presented which incorporates population and industry factors to forecast impacts at a regional level.


A study of some methods for determining the effect of change in a traffic network and who may benefit or lose from such a change. Consumer surplus was used as a measure of benefit.


This research develops an economic model to provide the highway planner with suggested construction projects whose priorities could be based on their economic merits. Using a benefit-cost ratio analysis, a final discretion can be made between improvement alternatives at the same site and a priority rank assigned for various sections. Road user costs and construction costs are estimated, using a travel time model and various regression models, respectively.


This article reports on a resource allocation study designed to predict economic and other consequences of alternative transportation
investments. The model includes user and non-user benefits and impacts. The model begins with land development, travel generation and a system of performance measures evaluated by economic investment-return analysis and "non-costable" constraints.


The article presents a model which employs "allocative efficiency," "spatial equity," and citizen preference in the location of a bridge.


This study uses the technique developed by Morris Hill and others to determine measures for evaluating potential impacts of transportation systems. The technique involves selecting a sample of those who might be affected and asking them to "vote" on the relative importance of various objectives of a transportation plan. The votes are averaged in order to determine "relative weights" for each objective. The relative weights are then used in combination with expert evaluation to score the various objectives of a particular plan. The study uses the method to evaluate Chicago's 1990 transportation plan and concludes that the plan "emphasizes access at the expense of environment."


The article discusses a systems' approach to the location of a freeway corridor which included both rural and urban elements. In order to make the various elements in the analysis comparable, one criterion was chosen -- "least social cost." This is defined in terms of the resources (regardless of kind) that people would have to give up in order to obtain the facility. Separate models were developed to measure the supply and demand for the various human and natural resources involved. The location of least social cost for each element was then determined. The output of the individual models could then be used as input to form a composite model yielding the corridor for the facility with the least social cost.


Noting that increasing opposition to freeway location is related to the problem of the distribution of costs and benefits, the author
questions the various attempts to introduce equity considerations into cost benefit analysis during the planning stages of a public project (e.g., a highway). "The root of the problem is that benefit/cost methodology assumes that a dollar's worth of any kind of benefit (or cost) has the same value for all of the individuals on whom the highway has a direct impact." Since other modes of analysis have not solved the problem, the author suggests that equity judgments be made by elected public officials rather than by technicians or appointed administrators. Thus, the final determination of a facility's location would be left to those who are directly accountable to the electorate.


The report explores means for more comprehensive evaluation of alternative transportation plans that include social, aesthetic, political and other criteria not accountable by current evaluation processes. Decisional problems are analyzed and resolutions offered especially through open-ended "systems" analyses and modeling which consider transportation inputs, interfaces, and outputs, both functional and concomitant.


The author suggests a model for evaluation of the impact of transportation changes on various groups within a community. Groups are analyzed in terms of the "resources" to which they have access with "attraction" heights fixed to the resources. Transportation plans may be analyzed in light of the projected benefits which accrue to given groups.


The objective of the study is to "formalize potential community concerns regarding the relative importance of most commonly encountered non-user impacts." Using questionnaires sent to regional planners, state highway engineers and regional planning agencies, the authors develop a weighting system which indicates the relative importance of different factors of impact to different groups, as well as the degree of "stability," "variability," and "volatility," of the weights themselves. The authors conclude that relative weights for non-user impacts are useful to planners in determining trade-off ratios based on the actual attitudes of citizens.
V. PUBLIC ATTITUDES AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION


The report discusses the need for a workable relationship between "change agents" in planning (e.g., highway engineers) and "change clients" (the community), a relationship that would legitimize and improve the chances of success for the planning process. It describes several strategies for community participation in the planning process: (1) strategy of information, (2) strategy of information with feedback, (3) the coordinator, (4) the coordinator-catalyst, (5) community advocacy planning, (6) arbitrative planning, and (7) rural planning. Each of these represents a different relationship between community and planners. Having reviewed community participation in highway planning in California, the authors recommend that improvement could be made by using the "coordinator-catalyst" strategy, where the planner works to both stimulate and coordinate community groups' and individuals' interactions.


Defining "community interaction" as "all the formal and informal, direct and indirect mutual intercourse between the highway agency and the community," the authors proceed to identify the objectives of community interaction and the techniques to be used in accomplishing those objectives. Their methodology is based on an analysis of four highway decision-making cases which involved controversy and on concepts drawn from welfare economics, game theory and planning theory. Three main categories of community interaction are identified: (1) responsibility, (2) responsiveness, and (3) effectiveness. The objectives listed under these categories include maintaining agency and process legitimacy, exploring community values, maintaining credibility, and searching for consensus. Some 30 techniques are listed, though only three are discussed -- holding meetings, providing a build-in communication effectiveness test, and citizen's advisory committees. The article ends with a discussion of the management of community interaction and the need to coordinate the activities designed to meet the various objectives.

This study evaluates a hypothesis that residents and businessmen within a highway corridor see themselves as victims of adverse effects of highway improvements. These fearful expectations lead to adverse effects even before the final route selection. The study distinguishes between effects resulting only from these preconceptions and those that would have occurred anyway. The author also develops procedures to alleviate the unnecessary concerns of residents and businessmen and to ease the strain of transition. Regression analyses of time-service data reveal that to offset unwarranted expectations, highway departments should take a much more active role in giving out information and in monitoring community reaction.


The author presents the operational principles of attitude change and social influence as deduced from experiments conducted in psychology. Data obtained through general survey processes, however, are excluded from the discussion. The book examines the components involved in persuasion -- the individual subject, the communication and communicator, and the given environment -- and it notes what variations in these components affect the process, according to current cognitive theory.


The author discusses conflicts and agreements between various groups involved in the transportation planning process, both urban and interurban. He compares European and American "systems," and categorizes types of American cities by the degree of conflict between planners and citizens.


This is a survey of three Pennsylvania sites seeking to measure community and community leader views of highway development, changes in population characteristics, and changes in the complexity (planning functions) of local government. Quantification shows views to be favorable and complexity to develop independent of size.

A study of the influence of public relations efforts of planners on the attitudes of community leaders and citizens. Highway-community relationships are approached by predicting economic development, the design of land use plans for highway protection, and the determination of protective measures for interchange sites. Attitudes toward planning and zoning are correlated with professional and socio-economic characteristics of the respondents. In general, the authors find a favorable attitude towards planning and zoning.


The article describes resistance of local officials and inhabitants to planning efforts and attempts to explain that resistance. Observations are drawn from experience in a regional developmental education project in rural counties in upstate New York. Education projects through extant agencies is suggested as the correct approach.


The article reports on a study conducted for the National Capital Planning Commission to determine the possible social effects of a proposed major highway link on three neighborhoods in Washington, D.C. Neighborhood residents were interviewed, and each was shown three alternate proposals and asked to give his/her views on the possible effects of the different alternatives. The general attitudes of the respondents are summarized; these include: resistance to personal relocation, concern for the elderly who would be displaced, and hopes that there would be adequate aid in helping people to relocate. The article concludes with four "propositions" concerning the general social effects of highway location and with a set of recommendations for highway and urban planners designed to minimize the negative effects of dislocation and maximize the positive social consequences of new transportation facilities.


This is a collection of papers presented and discussions held during a 1969 international symposium of the same title. Included in the materials are arguments on the desirability and form of rural industry, analysis of the agriculture co-operative as a means for development, and employment of cooperative or group action concepts for the integration, from village to center, of rural regional industrialization.

The basic objective of this research was to develop and test a methodology for determining goals that have the highest priority in terms of both desirability and importance as perceived by public officials and private citizens. Through attitude surveys of public officials and private citizens, areas of agreement and disagreement between the two groups were identified. Of particular interest are the differences in priorities placed on "aesthetic" vs. "economic" goals. Private citizens tend to place higher priorities on the former than do public officials. In general, citizens want a greater say in planning procedures for any major investment that would affect their lives. The authors conclude that the survey developed in the study represents one way of increasing public participation.


A follow-up study contrasting results of a community attitude survey with expression at public hearings. It was found that opposition is much higher (95%) at public hearings than in the community as a whole (45%).


The article presents results of a questionnaire survey conducted coincident with the proposal of a Milwaukee freeway, and evaluates the feasibility of the practice. It finds demographic, attitudinal, etc., analysis of freeway support/opposition yields information useful in transportation considerations. Fractional costs for insights yielded suggests implementation and standardization into the transportation planning process.


The article gives a brief summary and analysis of different techniques used in designing instruments used for measuring public attitudes and values in order to anticipate potential responses to highway development. Three techniques evaluated are: (1) word association, (2) sentence completion, and (3) semantic differential. The author
argues that techniques of identifying attitudes are more important than surveys of opinion. The responses to attitude items may be correlated with socio-economic characteristics and then the values of a given community determined.


A comprehensive, step-by-step guide for planners to use in obtaining citizen participation in the planning process. It contains an outline of the basic planning procedure, identifies the points where citizen input becomes necessary or valuable, and describes techniques for eliciting and evaluating citizen input at each stage of a project. Alternative techniques are suggested for different groups of citizens and for different planning and community situations.
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